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I. Introduction.Since the Ig81 measurement by Buffingtonet el. [I] of a
finite,low energy (~0. I-0.3 GeV) fluxof cosmic ray antiprotons(p'),there
has been a growing excitementover itspossiblyprofound implications,since
the observed flux (p'Ip~ 2 x 10-4) is orders of magnitude larger than that
predictedby standard propagationmodels [Z]. Apart from the possibility
thatthissinglemeasurement is in error, numerous productionmodels have
been developed, the confirmationof any one of which would have significant
or even profound astrophysicalimpact. These include radicalmodifications
of propagation models [3,4], p injectionfrom neighboring domains of
antimatter[5],p productionby evaporatingprimordialblack holes[6,7], and
most recently, cosmic ray _'s as annihilationproducts of supersymmetry
particles (photinos [8-10] or higgsinos [10]) that might make up the
"dark"dynamicalmass of the Galaxy. Itis possiblethat p'soriginatingfrom
supersymmetric parents might have distinctspectral features that would
survive solar modulation;in one model [10], higgsinoannihilationproceeds
through the bb quark-antiquarkchannel, producing a spectral bump at ~0.3
GeV inthe p spectrum.
2. The Detector. Because of the excitingpotentialsignatureswithinthe
spectrum, we are at present designing a detector that will measure the
cosmic ray p spectrum between 0.I and I.'08eV (energiesatthe instrument).
With a payload weight of ~1000 kg and ~100 cm2-sr acceptance, a 2-day
balloonflightover northernCanada willyield~250 _'s,giventhe Buffingtonet
el. flux.
Unlikecalorimeter detectors,our PB (p-bar) detectoridentifiesp's by
directlyvisualizingtheirtrajectorywithina magnetic field. Figure I is a
schematic of the PB detector. A multilayer array of high resolutiondrift
tubes is placed within the dipole fieldvolume of a permanent magnet.
Momentum analysis of the trajectory gives particleenergy and sign of
charge. An aerogel Cerenkov radiatorof index n = I.10 acts as a high-
energy veto that eliminatesmuch of the background, and a time-of-fllght
scintillatorpair discriminates against albedo protons and provides a .
measurement ofthe charge magnitude.
The PB instrument makes use of advances both in drift-tubetechnology
!I
and inpermanent magnet technology. The drifttubes to be used are based on
those recentlyincorporatedintothe MAC detector at PEP, as part of a high
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resolution vertex chamber [11]. They consist of 0.7 cm diameter tubes of
aluminized mylar, with a wall thickness of 0.0l cm, operated at high
pressure (4 aim) and high voltage (~4 kV). With a heavily quenched gas,
such as 50I Ar/50% ethane, a limited streamer mode Is achieved. In this
mode essentially the first electron to reach the anode wire produces the
entire pulse height. This has been shown to provide optimal spatial
resolution [lZ], and reduces amplifier and cross-talk requirements as well.
Measurements at SLAC found the tube resolution to be ~25 I_m. In the
analysls of PB, we assume a tube resolution of 30 IJm (optimal) to 50IJm
(conservative). The drift tube array in PBwill consist of ~l? layers (close-
packed) of tubes with cylinder axes along the direction of the magnetic field
(y-direction); these will give the projected trajectory information In the xz
plane needed for curvature analysis. Two additional layer pairs with
cylinder axes along the x-direction, placed above and below the main array,
will provide a value for the less critical y-component of momentum.
The permanent magnet In whichthe drift tube array is imbeddedis based
on recent advances in permanent magnet materials and design. Figure 2
shows the toroldal geometry of the magnet, whose novel segmented design
[13] provides a dipole field In a direction perpendicular to the opening angle
of the magnet. The magnet material, neodymium-iron-boron, is a new rare-
earth material with an extraordinarily high remnant field strength of ~12 kG.
Computer calculations have produced a magnet design giving an interior
dipole field strength of ~10 kG, with a total weight of ~225 kg. Once
constructed, there are none of the failure modes that can plague a
superconducting magnet system. However, as the rare earth materials are
brittle, and as the mechanical forces between magnet elements are quite
strong, extreme care has to be taken during Its construction.
The Cerenkov radiator Is a thermally stntered aerogel of refractive
index n : 1.10, which will veto protons of energy >1.3 6eV, and will also
eliminate the e-, p-, and 1/-background, asthose particles which do not
generate a Cerenkov signal will have a measured momentumbelow our cut-o_
corresponding to a 0.1 GaYproton, as shownin Fig. 3. A total thickness of
~5 g/cmZ gives --42 photoelectrons from a muonwith B = 1 [14], of which <5%
is from scintillation within the accompanying light diffusion box. Species of
lower mass (except kaons) with momentaabove the lower limit of 0.45 6eV/c
will therefore produce signals of suchhigh statistical significance, compared
to veto threshold, that _ contamination will be negligible.
Finally, a TOF scintillator pair, separated by 50-100 cm, will screen
against albedo protons, which in going backward through the detector also
have the "negative" curvature which identifies the antiproton. To minimize
energy loss and background production, the individual scintillators will be <2
cm thick, giving a TOFresolution of ~300 psec, more than adequate to detect
albedo protons with E < 1.3 GeV.
3. Resolution andBackqround. As discussed above, potential backgrounds
from low-eni_rgy e-,p-, rr"s are eliminated by the Cerenkov radiator in
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concert witha low-momentum cutoff.Because ofitshigh mass the K- cannot
be similarlyscreened, and in fact creates an irreduciblebackground that
must be calculated and subtracted from the p signal. All of the K-
background is produced within our instrument upstream of the Cerenkov
radiator. Using K- multiplicitydata from the CERN ISR collider[15], along
with subthreshold production data from LBL's Bevalac [16], we estimate a
low-energy background K-Ip < 10-5. More accurate calculationsare in
progress.
The major factors degrading resolution and possibly contributing to
background are large-angle single Coulomb scattering (SCS), multiple
Coulomb scattering (MCS), and 8-ray production. Our minimum field
strength of 10 kgauss has been chosen to eliminate both SCS and MCS as a
source of serious contamination. We have calculatedthat MCS is a minor
factorinresolutiondegradationand isnot ableto generate any p background.
SCS is a more serious problem: a subthreshold proton scattered in the
"negative curvature" direction must be screened with high statistical
confidence. Estimated confidencelevelsfor discriminatingagainst a proton
that has been scattered at an optimal angle for masquerading as a p_
combined withthe SCS probabilitydistribution,indicatethatcontaminationof
p'sfrom thisprocess should be negligiblysmall. A Monte Carlo program is
now being developed to accurately determine momentum resolutionas a
functionof energy when MCS, SCS and 8-ray productionare fullytaken into
account.
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Fig. 2. Permanent magnet geometry (not to scale). Arrows within each
segment show magnetization direction, with the summed field giving
a dipole field in the central volume.
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